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Collection  ONE A

Product   12HRS

Article no.  1A12.5000.xx

SPECIFICATIONS

LAMP:

Weight     625g

Material   Aluminium, Alabaster

Labelling

IP protection grade IP44  

CHARGING CUBE:

Weight   126g

Material   Wood

Dimensions   W: 79 mm, H:45 mm

BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS 

Battery   Ni-MH 4-3A     

Voltage   1.2V

Energy charge  3800mAh

No. of cells  4

LIGHT SOURCE SPECIFICATIONS 

Light Source  1W LED White warm

Colour   2400K*

Lumen   90 Lumen*

CRI   90 + 

Lifespan    50.000+

*Due to variations in the Alabaster stone variations may occur

OPERATION TIME 

No dim   12 hours

Medium dim  35 hours

Dimmed   120 hours

XX-COLOUR CODES

56 Black CB 53 Elephant Grey CB 57 Gold CB  

98 Silver  59 Bronze CB  

FEATURES

•   ON/OFF/DIM

    ON/OFF button is placed on the bottom of the product. Press the button    
    once to turn the light ON or OFF. To dim the light, turn the light on, then  
    press and hold the button until the light has reached the wanted luminosity.

•   CHARGE LEVEL

    The LED light on the bottom of the product indicates the charge level
    GREEN: charge level >90%
    RED: charge level <25%

•   HOW TO CHARGE

     Connect the Charging Cube to a power supply, then place the lamp in the  
     charging cube.

     The LED light in the alabaster stone will indicate the charging status
     RED = charging
     GREEN = fully charged

12HRS

12HRS is a stylish portable battery lamp for 
the quality-conscious customer and will enrich 
any area with the feeling of the famous Danish 
“hygge”.

A soft light shines through the alabaster stone, 
creating the same atmosphere as a burning 
candle.

12HRS is a standalone product produced by 
ONE A - known for perfect proportions, 
elegance, extremely high manufacturing and 
handcrafted details - without compromise.
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DATA

Collection  ONE A

Product   24HRS

Article no.  1A12.5100.XX

SPECIFICATIONS

LAMP:

Weight     1255 g

Material   Aluminium, Alabaster

Labelling 

IP protection grade IP44  

CHARGING CUBE:

Weight   226 g

Material   Wood

Dimensions   W:109 mm, H:45 mm

BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS 

Battery   Ni-MH 4-3A    

Voltage   1.2V

Energy charge  7600mAh

No. of cells  8

LIGHT SOURCE SPECIFICATIONS 

Light Source  1W LED White warm

Colour   2400K*

Lumen   90 lumen*

CRI   90+

Lifespan    50.000+

*Due to variations in the Alabaster stone variations may occur

OPERATION TIME 

No dim   24 hours

Medium dim  60 hours

Dimmed   200 hours 

XX-COLOUR CODES

92 Black Pearl 53 Elephant Grey CB 97 Gold   

98 Silver  99 Bronze

FEATURES

•   ON/OFF/DIM

    ON/OFF button is placed on the bottom of the product. Press the button    
    once to turn the light ON or OFF. To dim the light, turn the light on, then  
    press and hold the button until the light has reached the wanted luminosity.

•   CHARGE LEVEL

    The LED light on the bottom of the product indicates the charge level
    GREEN: charge level >90%
    RED: charge level <25%

•   HOW TO CHARGE

     Connect the Charging Cube to a power supply, then place the lamp in the  
     charging cube.

     The LED light in the alabaster stone will indicate the charging status
     RED = charging
     GREEN = fully charged

24HRS

24HRS is a stylish portable battery lamp for 
the quality-conscious customer and will enrich 
any area with the feeling of the famous Danish 
“hygge”.

A soft light shines through the alabaster stone, 
creating the same atmosphere as a burning 
candle.

24HRS is a standalone product produced by 
ONE A - known for perfect proportions, 
elegance, extremely high manufacturing and 
handcrafted details - without compromise.
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